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Multi-Skilled Engineer
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Company: Winners Recruitment

Location: United Kingdom

Category: architecture-and-engineering

Location: Redruth, Cornwall Salary: Up to £43,600 P/y for fully qualified and experienced

Engineers Working Hours: Full-time, 42 hours per week (12-hour shifts, 3 on, 4 off followed

by 4 on, 3 off - Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, and every other Wednesday) Hours: 6.00am to

6.00pm and 10.00am to 10.00pm on a two-week rotation Holiday: 21 days per year (including

bank holidays) Winners Recruitment is excited to introduce a fantastic new opportunity! Our

client, a renowned producer of premium food products in West Cornwall, is in search of

a Multi-Skilled Maintenance Engineer to join their team. As your trusted local consultancy,

Winners Recruitment is facilitating this recruitment on behalf of the client. About Us:Our

client, with a rich history dating back to the late 1800s, is a renowned producer of premium

quality, locally-sourced food products and is a registered B-Corp. They are globally

recognised for their exceptional products, all thanks to their dedicated team and commitment to

quality and sustainability. Role Purpose:As a Multi-Skilled Maintenance Engineer, your role is

to effectively maintain factory equipment and site services. Your responsibilities encompass

a range of engineering disciplines, including mechanical, electrical, automation (including PLC

programming), and utilities such as steam, compressed air, and water. Benefits:Free

produceLife assuranceWell being support including counselling and legal adviceTreat days (e.g.,

fish and chip days, ice cream days, pasty days, summer BBQ)Discount on various

productsFree on-site parkingCharity activities and fundraisers30 Days Annual Leave

(Including Bank Holidays)Bank holiday paymentsResponsibilities:Support engineering team for

efficient machinery operation and safety compliance.Perform proactive and reactive

electrical/mechanical maintenance.Assist during breakdowns and be on-call overnight on a
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rotation.Implement and document repair actions for recurrent faults.Seek equipment upgrades

for safety and efficiency.Aid external contractors and respond to alarms/emergencies.Use

CMMS system for work logs and requests.Foster a positive, collaborative team attitude.Ideal

Qualifications/Experience:Proven Multi skilled Engineer with electrical focus.Completed

apprenticeship (preferably in food industry).Qualified to at least NVQ Level 3 or equivalent.C&G

2382 BS 7671:2018 18 Edition IEE regulations qualification.Knowledge of automation, PLC

programming, SCADA systems (Allen Bradley preferred).Competency in electromechanical,

pneumatic systems, electrical panels, industrial wiring, welding, machining, steam boilers,

etc.Proven track record in engineering and fault-finding (FMCG, preferably food

industry).Understanding of HACCP principles.Strong teamwork with a focus on health and

safety.Reside in Cornwall with own transportation and accommodation (essential)If you're an

experienced Engineer looking to join a small, friendly team at a renowned brand with a rich

history, we encourage you to apply! If you meet some or all of the ideal requirements, and

are enthusiastic about this opportunity, please send your CV and a cover letter to Join a team

that values quality, sustainability, and community in beautiful Cornwall! Will @ Winners

Recruitment. 
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